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AUTHORS LIST
Apply the rules of the organization to generate the list of all 
authors that will sign the papers published by the experiment.

MEMBER MANAGEMENTCONTRACTS

FINANCIERS

ACTIVITIES APPOINTMENTS

INSTITUTES MANAGEMENTRECORD KEEPING
Store all changes  in our data in a history table and 

display this information for audit purposes, ensuring 
transparency and accountability.

Provides an efficient way to manage the employment 
details of each member of the collaboration, including 
their associated institute and contract period, and 
enables a set up of specific rules that apply to each team 
member.

Convenient access to employments history and details, 
contact information, CERN data and thesis for each team 
member. It also enables editing of personal information 
and integration with external CERN apps.

Enables tracking of each institute associated with the 
ALICE experiment, including their members’ contracts 
and authorship details. It also serves as a way to account 
the status of these institutes, their address information 
and create clusters.

Easy assignment of roles and coordination 
permissions to specific members, with the ability to 
define inheritance between appointments.

Categorization of each appointment into specific 
activities, with the ability to define the responsible 
team members for each set.

Manage all funding agencies associated with each 
institute, including their contact information, funding 

details and memorandum of understanding.

Business rules
Separated and well defined.

Encapsulation
Protection from outside world.

Adapter
Morph any entry to a standard 
command.

Flexibility

Easy maintenance 
and testing

Newcomer-friendly

The app is divided into two main parts:

CLIENT REST API

Doctrine Migrations

Database Versioning Database Management System

API Framework

Unit Testing

Code Repository & CI/CD Front end design
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